[Effects of electromagnetic field emitted by electric blankets on brain catecholamine in fetal mice].
A study of effects of electromagnetic field emitted by electric blankets on brain catecholamine (CA) content in fetal mice under development was carried out, to determine which component of the electromagnetic field, electric field or magnetic field or both, causes the effects, and to improve the design of the electric blankets. Forty-eight NIH pregnant mice were divided into three groups exposed to electric field, magnetic field and electromagnetic field, respectively for five hours daily during mice's whole gestational periods, and one control group. Twelve infant mice in each group were decapitated at the seventh day after delivery, and sagittal sections of the middle part of their brain were prepared for quantitative histofluorescence analysis of CA with a microspectrophotometer. Results showed brain CA content in all the exposed groups was lower than that in controls, with F values of 18.5 and 37.6 in hypothalamus and hippocampus, respectively. Both electric and magnetic fields could decrease brain CA content in mice, but electric fields had greater effects. It suggested the focus in production of electric blankets should be put on reducing electric field, as well as reducing magnetic field by cloth wiring design. Electric field lowered to less than 100 V/m for the electric blankets with such design from 1 kV/m, and magnetic field to less than 0.08 microT from 1 microT.